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Survey Results
KDKM represents the residents of the Kelowna Downtown and
North End area.
We created this survey to help our members identify and prioritize
current issues, concerns, and future hopes for the North End area.
The following results represents the feedback of 40 current North
End residents.
The majority of North End survey respondents currently feel their
input and feedback is not adequately considered when new
development occurs in their Neighbourhood.
As large industrialists leave the area, many residents are curious
and concerned about what will take their place. There is a strong
desire for a dedicated area plan, and more efforts on the part of the
City of Kelowna to value the unique characteristics of the North End
when considering new developments. Residents are concerned
about safety and traffic management and also share a strong
concern for the surrounding parklands, shorelines, and sensitive
wetlands.
Although the area is growing rapidly, many streets are also
underdeveloped and lack essential amenities, infrastructure, and
realistic parking solutions to accommodate the rapidly growing
population and new commercial activities.

“The North End can
be a treasure of
Kelowna if
consultation and
planning is done
right.”

We believe now is a critical time for Residents, City Staff, and City
Council to mindfully consider the future of the North End so growth
occurs in a thoughtful and balanced way that fulfills KDKM’s vision
of “a vibrant community that values people, the natural
environment, and a healthy, sustainable present and
future.”
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Respondents
What street do you live on?

How long have you resided in the North End?

1-5 Years – 17%
6-10 Years – 10%

11-15 Years – 22%
16-20 Years – 17%
21-25 Years – 18%
26-30 Years – 8%
31-15 Years – 5%
36-45 Years – 3%
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What is your household's primary form of transportation for your daily trips?

Other Comments



In addition to driving we also regularly walk, bike, and bus for transportation.
I ride or walk, my kids carpool with other families or take the bus.

Engagement
Rank this statement: The City of Kelowna adequately solicits resident input
when major development applications are considered for the area where I live.
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Rank this statement: "The City of Kelowna adequately considers and applies
resident feedback when major development applications are considered for the
area where I live."

Which of the following activities do you think is the best way for the City of
Kelowna to gather resident feedback and impact assessment reviews Re: Future
Growth?

How else could the City Planning Department better engage residents?



We need a mix of all the methods as to not exclude people.
The critical element is how do we get feedback and see the end result of the public
input?
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Block by block area input.
Need to be aware of what is going on block by block. Willingness to accept feedback on
record!
Online survey are best during COVID but in person open houses when life returns to
normal.
Moving all engagement online excludes those without access and those who are not
comfortable with new technology.

If you have any other questions, comments or concerns about the way the City of
Kelowna planning department currently engages with residents, please indicate
below.


















Public input always seems to come very late in the game now. It almost appears the
'deal is done' before they go through the public input process (get to 'tick the box').
I have seen solicited reactions but repeated cases of ignoring the input.
General City plans and proceeds then ignores input and objections.
Currently don't feel like the city has engaged with me at all on recent changes to my
neighborhood.
It is very important that the city informs and seriously considers input from residents.
Not just lip service.
It seems that the City of Kelowna Planning department does engage with residents but
developers are given more weight in decision making esp. by City Council.
It's not clear how City Staff incorporate received feedback.
Poor Engagement. There needs to be EARLY open-house events, so clarity of the
situation is apparent. The development proposals in the Daily Courier are difficult to
decipher.
As more and more supportive housing, shelters, etc. are pushed into the North End,
re-engagement with our community is really key. We're pretty patient by nature out
here, but we need to know that the relevant supports are being placed along with the
housing options. The current operator of the new temporary shelter does not even live
in our city... they are a contract from Vernon. This is concerning.
Having been living in the North End for 1.5 years, I have very little faith in the
approach the city has towards engaging residents of our neighbourhood. The
experience of the past years movement of homeless camps and the sudden wet housing
without any consult or notice to the neighbourhood has severe negative effect on my
opinion of the planning department. My issue is not with the facilities but with the
approach the city took when introducing them to the neighbourhood and their total
lack of communication.
Increasing density but not addressing the dramatic increase in the volume of cars
parking roadside downtown. Problem with residents in four-plex units parking on side
streets rather than using garage space provided. City allowed developers to include
garage parking spaces that are clearly inadequate.
Mostly we often are not made aware of local risk factors in planning stages.
Not a variance they don't approve - here comes Vancouver West End!
The city is too focused on swift development. The OCP has been overlooked and the
height if some of the new buildings is frightening. Are we getting our fair share of
revenue from developers? The downtown tree canopy is at 12.4% which is POOR.
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There was a plan regarding building heights being tiered away from the lake and away
from downtown but that seems to be put aside for current developments. There needs
to be an overall plan from the City, because Developers will always argue that they
can't make the project work financially without certain concessions.
They should have a city rep attend our meetings.

Attitudes towards Growth
How concerned are you about the direction of development in the North-EndDowntown Area?

How concerned are you about
increased height and density
in the North-End-Downtown
Area?
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How would you rate the overall impact of RU6 and RU7 Infill Housing on your
quality of life and enjoyment of your neighbourhood?
The impact has been highly positive. – 3%
The impact has been slightly positive. – 25%

I have not noticed either a negative or positive impact. – 30%
The impact has been slightly negative. – 23%
The impact has been highly negative. – 12%
How would you rate the overall impact of Tower developments (12+ stories) so
far on your overall quality of life and enjoyment of your neighbourhood?
The impact has been highly positive. – 0%
The impact has been slightly positive. – 12%

I have not noticed either a negative or positive impact. – 35%
The impact has been slightly negative. – 25%
The impact has been highly negative. – 28%
Name one or more addition, development, or change that you have been the
MOST happy to see happen in the North End neighbourhood?


















Rail Trail.. I am a big fan of the Rail Trail and the completion of that network (multiple
comments).
Micro-brew district and Vaughan Ave development. Rail Trail!
The "brewery zone" and the new development along Clement Ave.
Places to gather (micro-breweries, coffee shops, etc.), development along Clement,
improvements in air quality.
The breweries wineries social art cultural development!
The development of the brewery district has been great for the area. Let's enhance it
with better non-motorized access, and more open air markets and public spaces.
The increased liveliness of the industrial centre - Breweries, coffee shops etc. We just
need to work on the folks leaving these premises who are inebriated and behaving
poorly (I've nearly been hit by drunk walkers soooo many times on my bike)
Knox protection, developing mountain bike trails, breweries.
Knox Mountain Park having more services for play.
Dog beach and additional parking at base of Knox Mountain.
Environmental protections on Knox Mtn.
Knox mountain road being closed to traffic in summer – fantastic.
Additional Knox mountain parking.
Walkways along lakeshore and bike lanes.
The new bike lanes on Ellis
Expansion of rail trail from Gordon to Manhattan.
Bike corridor. Ethel and Cawston.
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Development along Clement is appropriate for that area and provides higher density
housing as well as amenities for the whole area.
I like the location of the affordable/module housing on Ellis. This building looks niceand appears to offer safe and secure housing.
Parks. Performing Arts Centre.
Building up versus sprawl.
More young families moving in
I really like the new development along Clement, besides maybe the car wash which
always seems to have glowing neon lights on.
Protection/expansion of the wetland/bird habitat in Sutherland Bay.
Thought it was good to see some work done on the boat launch but it really didn't seem
to amount to much.
Pleasantvale - perfectly scaled however Phase II is completely destroying all of the
existing trees? Why?
Redevelopment of Pleasantvale was well done. Closing of Tolko Mill (better air quality
and reduced pollution) (x multiple comments).
Relocation of concrete industry from prime land.

Name one or more addition, development or change that you have NOT been
happy to see in the North End neighbourhood?















High rises, encroaching high rise buildings. The height of the buildings and noncompliance with the OCP (multiple comments).
Tall buildings that 'wall off the lake', the loss of the Character Designation for the War
Time homes, RU7 infill (city lost control of that one...).
Towers, multiple carriage houses, huge houses with loss of trees and green space.
Height of One condo buildings, should have been restricted to 26 stories. Parking out
of control.
The loss of so many mature trees in the North End.
The high-rises on Sunset are too high. I hope we will not see a repeat of them on the
Tolko site
Generic fast track four plex units. Small houses being replaced with monster houses.
Some of quads being built around downtown are not addressing the lack of affordable
housing needs for lower and middle income earners. $650-$850k is too much for these
units.
Massive boat storage buildings (multiple comments).
The Space Storage building which completely blocks the view of downtown while
walking/biking/driving along Ellis. Are we really encouraging endless storage
buildings so close to the waterfront just to compliment undersized and overpriced
condos in towers? Do we really need more boat storage facilities? Again....will the
North End be designed for residents or for vacationers?
The bright storage center built on Ellis. It think will look more and more out of place as
downtown expands towards the North End. Maybe if they had toned down the colours
it would fit it a bit more
The storage unit on Ellis; the green neon light is visible 24/7 for neighbours, its ugly,
its right on a wetland/bird sanctuary.
Homeless shelters / the homeless camps and housing on Ellis.
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The sudden addition of the homeless camps without consult or notice to the residents.
Knox Mtn camp in particular. Again, not opposed to the camps themselves but VERY
opposed to the approach the City took in implementing them (multiple comments).
I have not been satisfied with the location for individuals experiencing homelessness
has been located. It is windy, and exposed, and dehumanizing to drive or bike by 'the
cage'.
Temporary outdoor shelter. Please note I support this in our neighbourhood, but not
on Bailey where it is now on the rail trail. I also wish that there were more
conversations with our local area so folks could understand why these sites are needed,
who is operating them and who will be responsible for the impacts in our
neighbourhood.
"The plan on the BC Housing b/n Richter and Kingsway at Central seemed to change
without consultation. I’m okay with it but didn’t like that it was different from what we
were told when the first development went in 5 yrs. ago
Not enough parking in Knox mountain area
Extra parking area at base of Knox (why not set up/push for no car commuting) and
homeless camp at base of Knox. Storage company square building.
Crowding of cars and more noise as in building occurs. Loss of historical houses and
respect for the cities history.
Industrial
Car washes, and outdated gas stations without electric charging stations or above
ground tankers.
The new development along Clement Ave. This could have been done so much more
tastefully with central boulevard trees (like Boucherie Road on the west side) and less
commercial looking buildings. It is sadly, a very uninspired development. A missed
opportunity there.

Current Amenities
Rank the following statement: "I am satisfied with the quality and quantity of
parks in my neighbourhood."
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Rank the following statement: "I can find an adequate number of essential
amenities and services in my neighborhood."

Rank the following commercial providers in terms of whether or not they
improve your enjoyment of your neighbourhood.
Respondents mostly feel neutral towards the types of businesses around them.
They most enjoy family restaurants, cafes, coffee shops, and grocery stores. They
least enjoy gas bars, car washes, and recreational rentals for water sports.
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Are there any amenities or services missing from the North End area?
Traffic &
Roads

Sidewalks &
Bikes

“If/when the Tolko
Site and/or other
sites get
developed, traffic
calming measures
will be required.”

“Sidewalks, public
washrooms, safe
walking/biking lanes
along Poplar Pt Rd.”

“We still park on
dirt!”
“With multidensity living then
more parking,
traffic lights etc.”
“Traffic calming
and sidewalks
on Richter and
Ellis and
towards Knox
and to manage
Knox Mnt Park
guests is
required.”
“Speed bumps,
bike path on
Poplar Point Drive
where able.”
“Traffic calming
(and noise issues which I know you
can't fix the
motorcycles that
roar in our
neighbourhood),
definitely some
sidewalks could be
added.”
“Traffic calming
Kingsway.”

“Richter St and Ethel
St, North of Clement
- safe bike lanes!
Consider extending
multi-use pathway
on Ethel north to
Trench Place.”
“Sidewalks are
missing throughout
and pose a major
safety concern within
the residential parts,
and even more so
near the breweries.”
“Sidewalks in all
residential areas.
Separated bike lanes
Richter and Ellis.”
“Crosswalk is needed
on Graham to get
across Clement.
Ellis. Will eventually
need more defined
bike lanes,
considering Knox
Mountain
attraction.”

Other Safety
“Poor street lighting is a
concern.”

Lifestyle
“Maintenance of a historical
neighbourhood.”

“Drainage systems. Water “We need better nonfreezes and is very
motorized access to Knox
slippery in winter. In
mountain. Less parking
spring and fall, very
spaces, better safe bike
muddy and messy to
parking, more green space.
walk.”
More encouragement to bike
and walk to this area.”
“More bike locking
stations at the base of
“We need better staff on Knox
Knox and in parks.”
Mnt. This iconic park space is
being utilized by more and
“A dedicated and safe
more people everyday, and
connection between
there is inadequate education,
Knox Mtn and the Rail
and enforcement of rules for
Trail.”
trail and ecological respect and inadequate maintenance
“Bike lanes, Trees and
of the trails and park."
Trees, street lights for
safe walking, Clean
“Grocery store. There are so
streets free of industrial
many buildings going up, and
dust and dirt. Vagrant
if you want groceries your only
free security measures.”
option is to have a car to get
them. the walk to Safeway
“Sidewalks and lighting
downtown is ok, but limited in
needed on Manhattan
what you can purchase and
and Guy Street.”
carry.”
“Could use a better
connection to Downtown
instead of up Ellis.”

“Sidewalks should be
introduced on some
of the smaller streets
but that doesn't
necessarily mean
gutters as the gravel
shoulders do a much

“Verges are missing on several
streets downtown - currently
just gravel, sand, potholes.
Beautification of several
streets are needed (ie. tree
lined streets).”
“A good grocery store is
needed.”
“I'd love to see a grocery store
be build closer to the north
end.”
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“Traffic calming
on Bay Avenue.”
“PLEASE NO
"traffic calming"
measures - waste
of everything or
for that matter
none of these
things as where
they have been
implemented in
other areas they
have got to be
super expensive
and really? Do
they get used the
way they are
meant? I would
like our
neighborhood to
remain quaint and
not become
Vancouver north!”

better job of
preventing flooding
and slow down
infiltration.”

“Ha...there are zero amenities
in the north end unless you
count the convenience store.

“Bike path should be
extended to
Manhattan Point.”

“As an aesthetic consideration,
have utility wires
underground.”

“Bike lanes and side
walks parks green
space everywhere in
North End.”

“The North End is so close to
downtown that all of the
essential services are within a
15 minute walk.”
“The electrical overhead wires
are an eyesore.”
“Keep Manhattan south end a
habitat not open to public- it
will destroy the natural habitat
there.”
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Looking Ahead
Rate the following priorities based on what is important to you and your
household.

Which North End area are you the most interested in as it transforms?
Tolko Mill Site – 84.21%
Vaughan & Bailee – 5.26%
Manhattan Drive & Rotary Marsh area – 10.53%
What would you envision as an ideal scenario for future development and
growth?
Tolko Mill Site





Waterfront park, boardwalk, promenade (multiple comments).
Public access recreation, beach, parkland (multiple comments).
Dog Park.
Restore shoreline of Sutherland Bay, deactivate existing boat launch and move it to the
main gate entrance of the Mill, offer boat/trailer pay parking near new boat launch.
This would reduce the already congested Knox Mtn. parking area and generate some
revenue from boaters. Connect bike path to Rail Trail. Natural Sutherland Bay with
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boat launch/pay parking at the Tolko main gate area… Connect lakefront walkway to
continue from downtown right to Knox Mtn. Expansion of waterfront park and
walkways/bike paths to connect all trails (multiple comments).
Dock space so non-motor users (kayaks, paddle boards) can push off the dock safely
without being yelled at or run over by motor boat operators. Protection of sensitive
wild life areas. Eco-learning centre, enhance trails. An area that encourages healthy,
activities without destroying nature.
Knox Mountain. No development on waterfront as that would be a huge loss to the
residents of Kelowna. A great opportunity for the city to obtain waterfront and access
for parks, beach and walkways.
Granville Island style market (multiple comments).
Boutique hotel plus cafes/restaurants/retail development.
Restaurants, boutique shops, creating similar atmosphere to Granville Island in
Vancouver, some high end residential properties.
This site should accommodate a large market like the Granville Island market with
groceries and farmers market. This neighbour needs some grocery stores. At least one
decent one. This would result in less car traffic and attract people and families to want
to live here long term.
There is one boat launch already on Ellis near Knox, which already gets extremely busy
- so perhaps decommissioning that launch and creating a small parking area within the
old mill sight for a boat launch (similar to the one near the yacht club. It would be nice
to see large open park spaces on the water front. Perhaps some shorter buildings to
house coffee shops, restaurants or offices etc. but this is a unique location in its
proximity to Knox and could be a really beautiful green space.
Would be great to have a creative discussion with community members on types of
uses this large space could have for its members. And how we could all share this
space.
Self guided outdoor museum that show cases the history (aboriginals, settlers, Tolko
mill, etc. We have a rich an interesting history we should be sharing and learning from)
of the area, particularly the north end. It would be the fist park of its kind in the city
and would be a great way to attract visitors and preserve heritage.
Large waterfront park space, with set back housing (mix townhouses, detached, and
low rise multifamily). Preferably not built by one developer where the designs are too
homogenous.
Moderate density and mixed house/townhouse.
Residential towers (15 stories or less). Cafe/local shops on ground level of towers. Bike
friendly development.
No buildings taller then 5 stories. What I would be very sad to see is high density high
rises.
Combination of low rise condos, parkland, small restaurants, minimal retail.
Condos and townhouses, community friendly amenities such as walkways along
lakeshore.
Multi-use space, shops, maybe some small residential, a grocery store is needed in this
area. there are so many apartments going up around here, it would be a questionable
decision if this are went the same way
Boardwalk, access to lake for everyone (including dogs) mix use retail, commercial and
residential and not too high.
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Tower development, with some amenities & townhouses on the lower platform.
Hopefully a revitalization of the bay with park access from Sutherland park to Rotary
marsh.
Granville island/false creek style development with many green spaces, walking/bike
paths, mixed residential/commercial space with focus on culture, food, local farmers
market.
Rather than HUGE HIGH RISES AND SIMILAR BUILDING it would be awesome to
see a well thought out Waterfront Park and natural type of setting with building(s) to
match not like all the downtown buildings which make our city look like mini
Vancouver.
Please don't allow endless towers no matter how many carrots the developers dangle.
People move to Kelowna because it isn't Vancouver, so please don't just make it as
unaffordable as Van (which RU7 has already contributed too). This site is the potential
crown jewel with one of the nicest bays in the City. The biggest challenge will be
managing and limiting traffic. The Mission is overwhelmed by mini-highways
(Pandosy, Richter, and Gordon) which as a pedestrian or cyclist feels incredibly
uninviting. I'll never understand the appeal of the Mission and Kettle Valley as it
demands you drive a vehicle every single day. The North End is quiet, walkable, bikeable, has access to Knox, access to the downtown core, the waterfront, and that is what
makes it so special all while never having to get into a vehicle. Do not turn Ellis and
Richter into mini-highways.
A future that protects existing parks esp. Knox Mountain and Brandt's Creek and one
that enhances living in North End like additional grocery stores. Very concerned with
increased demands on parking and accessibility when occupation of new high rises
occur.

Vaughan & Bailee area




A decent mix of affordable housing. Mom and pop grocery stores. Calm down with the
breweries - it's getting silly. Walkability. Parks.
Residential use mixed with a pedestrian friendly public market atmosphere
Maintain them as light industry, civil services, or "local commercial" such as breweries,
roasters, farmers markets, outdoor eateries, etc.

Manhattan Drive & Rotary Marsh area






The Rotary Marsh is under threat from urban development. There are insufficient trees
for birds of prey who need height. Many other trees have been destroyed by beavers.
Street people regularly sleep there and remove peace and security for nesting birds.
The variety of birdlife is diminishing.
Preserve and protect the unique Rotary Marsh Wild Life Sanctuary at all costs by
leaving low impact residential zoning intact. Develop Guy Street Corridor to
Sutherland Park and beach into a walking, biking corridor opening up an expanse of
park space in current industrial area.
Leave as is for beach users and wildlife see document rotary marshes wildlife at risk
and neighbourhood crime at risk.
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Reclaim all the beach areas. Adequate public space interspersed with light commercial,
residential, arts and culture, green space, and all high rises limited and set back from
the lake. Frequent public transit so that there will be minimal traffic and public can
park at a removed site eg. between Weddell Pl and Crowley Ave., and transit from
there.

What should the City of Kelowna consider when presented with new
developments along the North End shorelines? Rank the following priorities
based on what is important to you and your household.
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Significant areas in the North End have historically been used for Industrial
purposes. As land use designations change, which usage would you most like to
see expanded?
47%:
Public Spaces
(Parks, Recreation,
Community Centres)
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What other changes or additions would improve your neighbourhood?
Traffic &
Roads
“Better traffic
calming.”
“Traffic calming,
increased nonmotorized access,
better management
of the parks and
public spaces.”
“Maintenance is
required regularly
with the increased
volume of vehicles
parking on gravel
areas on downtown
streets.”
“Resident parking
permits on side
streets. No
commercial vehicles
on side streets, too
dangerous where no
sidewalks for
children.”
"Boat trailers in the
summer are
everywhere - a
parking area would
be great.”
“Traffic circles
Manhattan/Sunset.”

Non- Motor
Infrastructure
& Safety
“Improving
accessibility
throughout the
neighbourhood
(sidewalks and
multi-use paths).”
“More multi use
corridors. Bring back
the scheduled
grading and addition
of gravel to
boulevards on
downtown streets for
drainage and
esthetics.”
“More street lights.
Some roads are
pretty bad. I ride a
lot at night to get
from work and other
activities... I need a
very strong light.”
“Sidewalks and
lighted pedestrian
crossings. This is a
popular destination
for people and there
can be a lot of
traffic.”

Parks &
Environment
“Buy OK Ready Mix for
park land.”

Lifestyle & Culture

“A grocery store is needed,
especially considering the new
multi-family units coming
online in the near future (or
have been recently
occupied).”

“Improving the green
belt along the rail trail. It
would be a great shelter
belt from wind, helping
to provide some
“Grocery stores with year
protection from elements round fresh local produce.”
to the homeless
population living there as “Respect for the very tenuous
well as improve
connections of neighbour to
aesthetics to the area.”
neighbour that creates a safe
environment. Respect for the
“Improve Sutherland
bungalows and the history of
park (replace chain link
this area.”
fence).”
“As with other cities in the
“Verges are missing on
world. Build a performing arts
several streets
centre which has at least three
downtown - currently
parking levels above ground
just gravel, sand,
level with a theatre on top.
potholes. Beautification
This allows more area for
of several streets are
parks. Here is an opportunity
needed (ie. tree lined
to build an outstanding
streets).”
architectural masterpiece,
which will put Kelowna on the
“A reduction in the large map........ my vision for the
amount of impervious
future.”
surfaces (e.g. concrete,
asphalt, rooftops).”
"I struggle to answer this
question because the truth is
“Park access to
that my family won't be
downtown from
staying in the north end, let
Sutherland/Knox
alone Kelowna for the long
mountain. A more
term due to affordability. It
pleasant experience may just doesn't make financial
get more people walking sense and we refuse to
to the mountain park
compete with investors and
instead of driving.”
developers when all we want
is a place to call home that
“Protect and preserve
doesn't require costly
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the boundaries of Knox
mountain park - it is a
gem and a draw for
locals and tourist year
round!”
“Let's keep this area at
the foot of Knox real if
we can.”

renovations on top of a huge
sticker price or want to buy
new housing that has been
developed to the absolute
minimum standard.

Regardless of my personal
frustrations....think about
how to encourage people to
minimize the number of
“Trees along streets.
vehicles they need, encourage
Street cleaning. Remove
walking/biking (an e-bike
overhead tower and
completely changed the game
communication lines to
for me personally as my car
underground!! Bike
rarely gets used anymore)
paths.”
rather than electric vehicles
(they aren't made of fairy dust
“More trees. Adequate
as much as the marketers
green space and setbacks want us to believe that they
associated with all new
are so much greener),
buildings.”
integrate community gardens
and parks, and develop it in a
“More trees and smaller
way that it isn't just for the
green areas in areas with rich. Refer to David Crombie
increased density.”
Park in Toronto which is one
of the most successful mixed“The beach in front of
use housing developments in
the Tolko mill site can be the world and recently
a world class holiday
redeveloped Regent Park that
area. A beautiful bay
has been modeled after it.
with floating docks and
You can't only put up condo
tea houses and
towers and RU7
restaurants. Move the
developments for the most
road to Paul’s Tomb
affluent in society and then
closer to the mountain
put a temporary social
and reclaim the beach
housing building tucked away
for people.”
(the modular CMHA building)
and think that this will
develop into a diverse
neighbourhood. 3/4's of the
tower units are sold to
investors with developers
demanding that they be able
to sell them with short term
rentals allowed....is this
sustainable? And what kind
of neighbourhood does that
create over the long term?"
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If you have any other suggestions, ideas, or closing remarks, please share.





















I love where I live and would hate to see it overly "urbanised" and covered in concrete
OK Ready Mix needs to go! For many reasons but just to name a couple:
Environmental/health concerns, sits on Brandt's Creek/Rail Trail both run through the
site. Small wetland on the site. Perfect for a Park Land purchase.... as the Rail Trail is a
linear park.
Thank you for considering the people that live in this pocket of town in your future
developments in our area.
Hopefully the City funds some street upgrades, without waiting to pin all cost on new
developers on a case by case basis. These upgrades are required now. As a noted
heritage neighbourhood, the City has done nothing to make it look like it.
If the benefit of density is climate benefits, I would like to see how this is measured and
attained. Many people who rented in the North End around me previously have now
been pushed out to West Kelowna and Lake Country so the recent growth has actually
caused them to buy a car so they can work in the urban hospitality sector. We need
housing that is truly affordable and accessible to people who work Downtown and in
the North End. If we push these folks out, then we need alternatives to the personal
vehicle for them to commute during later hours.
Focus on improving Ellis Street from downtown to Knox. Tolko Mill Boulevard is an
eyesore. Prioritize pressure lake clean up in Sutherland bay. More
signage/infrastructure for no fuel commuting to Knox. Ticketing for people who
shortcut trails on Knox.
I would like to see a formulation of laws that is driven by values of ecological
protection, providing affordable housing and protecting historical neighbourhoods. A
clearly driven sense of keeping that which is necessary for maintaining what we have as
a city.
We love this neighbourhood- and in the 13 years we have been here would say that
most changes have been improvements.
Developers should be made to jump through hoops to ensure they are designing and
building quality developments that enhance a neighbourhood. Fast track designs do
not add character to a streetscape. The City of Kelowna made a major judgement error
allowing this kind of poor quality build in RU7 zones throughout our City.
It is important to maintain the village like community in the North End. Restrict high
rises and commercial enterprises
Again, a grocery store is needed in the north end near all the new building, on the
mountain side of Clement. Unless you have a car, getting groceries is not easily
accessible. The BC Tree Fruits market is great, but for fruit and veggies only.
Please be respectful of our community. We generally are pretty welcoming, but we
want to be engaged when you are putting social projects in here. I personally support
them and work to inform our neighbours... but we need help and we need to feel like
we're not being dumped on all the time. We've been VERY patient and mostly
supportive... just give us a chance and make sure we feel safe and supported.
I'd love to see Manhattan Park get a face lift and opened back up! It’s a great spot to
swim, as Sutherland is quite polluted from the mill
I firmly believe that diversity of cultures is Canada's greatest strength and the greatest
neighbourhoods that I have either lived in or have visited embrace cultural diversity,
different income levels, and most importantly....people first...cars second!
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Green space around towers, designated dog relief (pea gravel) areas, and a new
waterfront park at the north end of Guy Street continuous right along beach to
Sutherland Bay Park. Guy Street to include a treed bike lane pedestrian access path.
Several memorable pieces of Saw Mill historical Art depicting the 100 years of the Mill
history to be included along beach front stroll areas.
Improve public input for all development in a clear, easy to access format.
Community involvement in the Tolko development. Ensure that Rotary Marshes are
kept intact, garbage is removed in a timely fashion, and public is limited to the
boardwalks and cannot access the green space. It has become a ""homeless haven"", to
the detriment of wildlife.
Protection of the water is key. Private development of shoreline (eg docks etc.) should
be tightly monitored.
Please get many town planners to submit their ideas (RFP) and let the people have a
say. The North End can be a treasure of Kelowna if consultation and planning is done
right.
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